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Abstract Turbulent flows governed by the Navier-Stokes
equations (NSE) generate an out-of-equilibrium time ir-
reversible energy cascade from large to small scales. In
the NSE, the energy transfer is due to the nonlinear
terms that are formally symmetric under time rever-
sal. As for the dissipative term: first it explicitly breaks
time reversibility; second it produces a small-scale sink
for the energy transfer that remains effective even in
the limit of vanishing viscosity. As a result, it is not
clear how to disentangle the time irreversibility orig-
inating from the non-equilibrium energy cascade from
the explicit time-reversal symmetry breaking due to the
viscous term. To this aim, in this paper we investigate
the properties of the energy transfer in turbulent Shell
models by using a reversible viscous mechanism, avoid-
ing any explicit breaking of the t → −t symmetry. We
probe time-irreversibility by studying the statistics of
Lagrangian power, which is found to be asymmetric
under time reversal also in the time-reversible model.
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This suggests that the turbulent dynamics converges
to a strange attractor where time-reversibility is spon-
taneously broken and whose properties are robust for
what concerns purely inertial degrees of freedoms, as
verified by the anomalous scaling behavior of the veloc-
ity structure functions.
1 Introduction
Incompressible fluid motion is governed by the Navier-
Stokes equations (NSE):
∂tu+ u ·∇u = −∇p+ ν∆u+ F (1)
where u(x, t) is the velocity field, p the scalar pressure
ensuring ∇ · u = 0, ν the viscosity and F represents
an external stirring force. In the absence of viscosity
(ν = 0), the NSE are invariant under time reversal, i.e.
the simultaneous transformation u→ −u and t→ −t,
provided F respects this symmetry. This means that
if at time t we reverse the fluid velocity, the flow will
trace back its evolution.
The effects of viscosity are particularly subtle for
turbulent flows at high Reynolds numbers:
Re =
ULL
ν
(2)
where L is the characteristic length of the flow and UL
the associated velocity. Fully developed turbulence cor-
responds to the fluid state realized in the limit Re→∞,
which is equivalent to ν → 0 for fixed large scale flow
configuration. As a result, one could naively think that
in this limit the dynamics becomes reversible with zero
mean energy flux. This is not observed: it is an em-
pirical fact that in three dimensions turbulence dissi-
pates energy at a finite average rate, 〈ε〉, independently
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of the value of viscosity, a fact known as the dissipa-
tive anomaly [1]. Thus, viscous effects play a singular
role in the dynamics of turbulent flows. Moreover, it is
also known that the Euler equations (ν = 0) can de-
velop weak solutions [2] that do not conserve energy
as already conjectured by Onsager in the 40’s. As a
consequence, at least formally, there is no need of a vis-
cous sink to absorb energy in three dimensional fluids.
As a result, we still lack a fundamental understanding
of time irreversibility in the strongly out-of-equilibrium
energy cascade (from large to small scales) observed in
3D turbulent flows. In particular, it is not clear how to
disentangle the effects due to the explicit time rever-
sal symmetry breaking introduced by the viscous term
from the breaking due to the attractor selected by the
non equilibrium dynamics, similarly to what happens
for macroscopic time irreversibility in the thermody-
namical limit of systems with a time reversible micro-
scopic dynamics [3,4].
In this paper we further investigate this fundamen-
tal issue by studying the evolution of a family of dynam-
ical models for the NSE equipped with a fully time-
reversible viscosity, elaborating an original idea pro-
posed by Gallavotti at the end of the ’90s [5,6] (see
also [7,8]) and never fully checked in strongly out-of-
equilibrium systems as the turbulent energy cascade.
In a nutshell, the idea consists in allowing the viscos-
ity to change such as some global quantity is exactly
conserved, for example by fixing the total energy or
enstrophy of the flow. In this way, we move from the
original dynamics where viscosity is fixed and the to-
tal energy (or enstrophy) is chaotically changing in time
around some stationary value to a system where viscos-
ity is oscillating with fixed energy (enstrophy). Loosely
speaking, we are playing a similar game when moving
from canonical to microcanonical ensembles in equilib-
rium statistical mechanics. Here the system will be out-
of-equilibrium, and it is far from trivial to prove the
equivalence of the two descriptions.
In the original NSE, time-reversal symmetry break-
ing can be easily revealed by studying multipoint Eu-
lerian or Lagrangian correlations, as for the case of the
third order moment of the velocity increments in the
configurational space [1] or the relative dispersion of
two-or-more particles [9,10,11]. Remarkably, irreversibil-
ity manifests also in the dynamics of a single fluid ele-
ment as recently found in [12,13] (see also [14]). Fluid
elements, or tracers, evolve according to the dynamics
x˙ = v(t) ≡ u(x, t). By inspecting experimental and
numerical tracer trajectories it was discovered that the
Lagrangian kinetic energy, E(t) = 12v2(t), is dominated
by events in which it grows slower than it decreases [12].
As a consequence, the rate of the kinetic energy change
(Lagrangian power),
p(t) ≡ E˙(t) = v(t) · a(t) (3)
where a is the particle’s acceleration, is characterized
by a skewed distribution with 〈p3〉 negative and scaling
with a power of the Reynolds number. Such asymme-
try is directly linked to time irreversibility [12]. These
features have been found also in compressible [15] and
two-dimensional turbulence [12,16]. It should be em-
phasized that the skewness of the Lagrangian power is
also relevant to more applied issues such as the stochas-
tic modelisation of single particle transport in turbulent
environmental flows [17].
In [14], the authors have investigated the Lagrangian
power statistics by means of direct numerical simula-
tions (DNS) of the NSE (1) and of shell models of tur-
bulence [18,19]. By looking at observables that are sen-
sitive to the asymmetry of the probability distribution
function (pdf), we found that both the symmetric and
the time asymmetric components do scale in the same
way in the DNS data and the scaling properties can
be rationalized within the framework of the multifrac-
tal (MF) model of turbulence, which is blind to time-
symmetry [20,21]. Because the measured asymmetry is
very small and the Reynolds numbers naturally limited
by the numerical resolutions in three dimensions, we
studied in the same paper also shell models, where a
clear difference in scaling among symmetric and anti-
symmetric components was observed. Not surprisingly,
by applying the same multifractal theory valid for NSE
it is possible to capture the symmetric part of the La-
grangian power statistics only. The latter result sug-
gests that shell models are a good playground for asking
precise questions concerning the relative importance of
(time) symmetric vs asymmetric components of the La-
grangian power pdf at Reynolds numbers otherwise not
achievable in the NSE case.
In the following we extend the study of time irre-
versibility initiated in [14] by using a family of time-
reversible shell models, obtained by modifying the vis-
cosity according to Gallavotti’s idea. Besides the aca-
demic interest on such kind of models, it is important to
remark that reversible dissipative terms have been also
used in Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of the NSE [22,
23,24,25]. Therefore, investigating such reversible equa-
tions, even in the simplified framework of shell models
is of interest for the more general issue of developing
effective models for the small scales of turbulence (see,
e.g., the discussion in [24]).
Comparing vis a vis the dynamics of the irreversible
shell model (ISM) with its reversible (RSM) variant of-
fers us a unique possibility to deepen the understanding
of the Lagrangian power statistics, and its connection
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with irreversibility. In particular, we show here that for
RSM, the time reversibility is spontaneously broken due
to the non-equilibrium character of the dynamics. We
also show that RSM share the same statistical prop-
erties of ISM for all inertial degrees-of-freedoms, those
that are not directly affected by the properties of the
specific time-reversible viscous mechanisms, while dis-
sipative statistics is different. Our results suggest that
time-irreversibility is a robust property of the turbulent
energy transfer, and that it is spontaneously broken on
the attractor selected by the dynamics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
briefly recall the idea behind shell models, describe the
particular model considered and introduce its reversible
formulation. We end the section recalling how Lagrangian
statistics can be studied within the shell model frame-
work. In Section 3 we compare the statistics of RSM
and ISM, in particular we focus on the structure func-
tions and their scaling behavior in the inertial range.
We end the section discussing the small-scale proper-
ties of the RSM, where the modified dissipation acts
more strongly. Section 4 is devoted to the Lagrangian
power statistics. We first briefly summarize previous
findings and then focus on the results of simulations
of the two models. Section 5 is devoted to conclusions.
In Appendix A we provide some details on the numer-
ical simulations of the RSM, while in Appendix B we
summarize the basics of the multifractal model for tur-
bulence and its application to Lagrangian statistics.
2 Irreversible and reversible shell models
Shell models are finite dimensional, chaotic dynamical
systems providing a simplified laboratory for fundamen-
tal studies of fully developed turbulence [1,19,18,26].
These models have been introduced as drastic simpli-
fications of the NSE and, remarkably, found to share
with them many non-trivial properties encompassing
the energy cascade, dissipative anomaly, and intermit-
tency with anomalous scaling for the velocity statistics.
In this section we describe the so called “Sabra” shell
model [27] and introduce a variant of it where the dissi-
pative term is modified as proposed in [5,6] in order to
obtain formally time reversible equations. We end the
section by showing how the shell model can be used to
study Lagrangian power statistics.
2.1 Standard (irreversible) Sabra shell model (ISM)
The Sabra shell model [27] is a modified version of the
well known Gledzer-Ohkitani-Yamada model [28,29] for
which anomalous scaling was first observed [30]. As typ-
ical for shell models, the dynamics is defined over a dis-
crete number of shells in Fourier space arranged in a
geometric progression kn = k0λ
n−1 with n = 1, . . . , N
(with k0 = 1 and λ = 2 in our simulations). A com-
plex velocity variable un(t) is considered for each shell,
which can be interpreted as the velocity fluctuation
(eddy) at scale k−1n . The Sabra model equation for un
reads:
u˙n =− νk2nun + ikn(aλun+2u∗n+1 + bun+1u∗n−1
+
c
λ
un−1un−2) + fn ,
(4)
where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
The first term in the rhs of (4) is the dissipation
with constant viscosity ν. Notice that this term explic-
itly breaks the time reversibility, i.e. the symmetry un-
der the transformation t → −t and un → −un, of the
equation, as it does in the NSE.
The second, non-linear term, preserving the time-
reversal symmetry, couples velocity variables at differ-
ent shells and is built in analogy with the non-linear
term of the NSE in Fourier space. The coupling is re-
stricted to neighboring shells, owing to the predomi-
nant locality of the energy cascade [3]. Choosing the
coefficients with the prescription a + b − c = 0 (in our
simulations a = 1 and b = −1/2 = −c), the nonlin-
ear term preserves two quadratic invariants, i.e. energy
E =
∑
n |un|2 and helicity H =
∑
n(−1)nkn|un|2, sim-
ilarly to the NSE.
Finally, the last term fn represents the forcing, which
injects energy at an average rate 〈ε〉 = 〈∑nR{fnu∗n}〉,
where R denotes the real part. In our simulations we
considered a constant forcing, which preserves the time-
reversal symmetry, acting only on the large scales (small
wavenumbers) fn = fδn,0 with f = const.
2.2 Reversible shell model (RSM)
As discussed above the term −νk2nun in Eq. (4) explic-
itly breaks the time reversal symmetry. In this section,
we show how it can be modified by allowing the viscos-
ity to vary depending on the velocity variables in such
a way that the dynamics is (formally) time-reversible.
In this way we can directly probe the irreversibility due
the non-equilibrium energy cascade.
The first proposal to modify the Navier-Stokes equa-
tion in such a way to have a reversible dynamics is
due to She and Jackson [22] who introduced the con-
strained Euler equation, in order to devise a new Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) scheme, by imposing a global
constraint on the energy spectrum. On a more theo-
retical ground, Gallavotti [5,6] proposed to modify the
4 Massimo De Pietro et al.
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Fig. 1 Temporal dynamics of different observables measured during typical runs of both the ISM (4) (left side of each panel)
and the RSM with viscosity given by (7) (right side of each panel). On the x–axis of all panels time is measured in simulation
units. Panels: (a) total energy E; (b) total enstrophy Ω; (c) viscosity coefficient ν; (d) energy dissipation rate ε(t) = 2νΩ.
Continuous lines represent instantaneous values, dashed lines represent running averages (in time). For details on simulations,
see Appendix A.1 and A.2.
dissipative term by letting the viscosity depend on the
velocity field in such a way to conserve a global quan-
tity, e.g. energy or enstrophy. The value of these quan-
tities is then determined by the initial conditions which
should be taken so that the total energy or enstrophy,
depending on the chosen constraint, equal the aver-
age value obtained from a long integration of the ir-
reversible model dynamics. Gallavotti conjectured that
these (formally) reversible equations should be “equiv-
alent”, in the spirit of equivalence of ensembles in equi-
librium statistical mechanics, to the (irreversible) NSE,
at least in the limit of very high Reynolds number. This
idea was then tested, for some aspects, in 2D NSE [7]
and, more recently, in the Lorenz 1996 model [8], which
can be thought as a single scale shell model.
Here we apply these ideas to the shell model (4).
Past attempts to modify (4) imposing the energy con-
servation have encountered some difficulties in repro-
ducing the dynamics of the original shell model [31].
When fixing the energy, we found similar difficulties.
Briefly, the main problem is that, in the regime of en-
ergy cascade, the value of the mean energy is essentially
determined at the integral (forcing) scales and is basi-
cally independent of the viscosity. Therefore, fixing the
energy alone does not fix the extension of the inertial
range (viz. the Reynolds number). On the other hand,
fixing the enstrophy
Ω =
∑
n
k2n|un|2 (5)
enforces a constraint on the small scales so that once its
value is imposed via the initial condition the extension
of the inertial range, and thus the Reynolds number, re-
sults well defined also in the reversible model. By using
(4) in the request
Ω˙ = 0 , (6)
one obtains the dynamical evolution for the time-reversible
viscosity
νR(t) =
∑
n k
2
nR{fnu∗n}∑
n k
4
n|un|2
+
+
∑
nk
3
n
[
aλC3,n+1+bC3,n− cλC3,n−1
]∑
n k
4
n|un|2
,
(7)
where C3,n = −I{un+1u∗nu∗n−1}, and I stands for the
imaginary part. It is worth noticing that there are two
terms in the rhs of Eq. (7) because enstrophy is both in-
jected by the forcing (first term) and produced by the
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nonlinear dynamics (second term). Most importantly,
since νR is odd in the velocity variables, the modi-
fied dissipative term −νRk2nun preserves time reversal
symmetry, i.e. does not change sign for t → −t and
un → −un.
Being νR a variable quantity, the initial condition for
the un becomes the only way of controlling the separa-
tion between the injection and dissipation scales in the
system. Increasing the enstrophy of the initial condition
increases the separation of scales and vice-versa. Fur-
ther details on the simulation procedure can be found
in the Appendices A.1 and A.2.
We conclude the presentation of the reversible shell
model by showing, in Fig. 1, the time evolution of some
global observables such as energy, enstrophy, energy dis-
sipation and the viscosity itself measured both in the
ISM and RSM. As one can see, in spite of the drastic
change in the enstrophy and viscosity (Fig. 1b,c) the
qualitative features of energy and energy dissipation are
similar. The highly intermittent behavior of the energy
dissipation, ε(t), is qualitatively preserved in RSM. No-
tice that in the ISM the time-dependent energy dissi-
pation reads ε(t) = νΩ(t) while in the RSM it takes
the form ε(t) = νR(t)Ω, i.e. the quantity dependent
on time is enstrophy in the former and the viscosity in
the latter with the enstrophy Ω fixed at the average
value obtained from the ISM. Also, the time average
of the variable viscosity (7) is approximately equal to
the value of ν in the corresponding irreversible simu-
lation, which is a prerequisite to have the dynamical
equivalence between the two dynamics [5].
2.3 Lagrangian statistics in shell models
For shell models, lacking a spatial structure, there is not
an obvious recipe for introducing a Lagrangian velocity.
However, as observed in [32], the quantity
v(t) =
∑
n
R{un(t)} (8)
can be regarded as a sort of Lagrangian velocity. The
choice of the real part is arbitrary, working with the
imaginary part gives equivalent results.
The rationale for (8) is that the Lagrangian veloc-
ity is the superimposition of eddies at all scales, un in
the shell models. Since the shell model is not affected
by sweeping [19], such a superposition is expected to
reproduce the statistics of velocity along the particle
path. Indeed it has been shown that v(t) as defined
above shares many qualitative and quantitative features
of the Lagrangian velocity statistics of real 3D turbulent
flows [32]. In particular, Lagrangian structure functions
have been shown to display a scaling behavior with ex-
ponents deviating from the dimensional prediction and
quantitatively close to those observed in experiments
and simulations of the NSE [33,34,35,36]. Using (8) as
a definition of Lagrangian velocity in the shell models,
we define the Lagrangian acceleration as
a(t) = v˙ =
∑
n
R{u˙n(t)} , (9)
and the Lagrangian power
p = va =
∑
n
R{un}
∑
m
R{u˙m} , (10)
whose statistics can be studied in oder to explore the
issue of Lagrangian time irreversibility.
We notice that the constant forcing on the first
shell, which is used in our simulations, imposes a strong
constraint on the phases of the first shells, leading to
〈v(t)〉 6= 0. Since, in principle, this may induce some
spurious effects on the asymmetry of the power statis-
tics, we have also tested our results with a (time-reversible)
stochastic forcing for which the statistics of v is sym-
metric around 〈v(t)〉 = 0, though non-Gaussian. Since
the results we present are independent of the forcing
choice, in the following we shall only show the constant
forcing results, for a comparison with the other choice
the reader may consult [14].
3 Energy cascade and anomalous scaling in the
reversible shell model
The modified viscosity (7) can be interpreted within
the framework of large eddy simulations as an effective
model for small scale dissipation. In this respect it is
worth mentioning that also for the NSE several time-
reversible LES model have been proposed [23,24,25]. It
is thus important to verify whether and to what extent
the RSM is able to reproduce the inertial range physics
of the ISM. In particular, here, we study the scaling
behavior of velocity structure functions that for shell
models read [30,18,19]
Fq(kn) = 〈|un|q〉 ∼ k−ζ(q)n . (11)
and the energy spectrum defined as En ≡ F2(kn) =
〈|un|2〉. For the standard Sabra shell model it has been
shown [27] that the exponents ζ(q) deviate from the
dimensional (Kolmogorov 1941, K41) prediction, i.e.
ζ(q) 6= q/3, and are quantitatively close to the expo-
nents of the Eulerian structure functions observed in
experiments and simulations of the NSE.
In Fig. 2a, we compare the structure functions Fq(kn)
for q = 2, 4 and 6 obtained from both ISM and RSM. As
6 Massimo De Pietro et al.
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Fig. 2 Comparison between the two models. (a) Structure function Fq(kn) of order q = 2, 4, 6 (as labeled) vs kn, for the ISM
(solid curves) and RSM (dashed curves). (b) Scaling exponents ζ(q) obtained by fitting the structure functions in the inertial
range in the two models, compared with the K41 dimensional prediction (q/3) and the multifractal one (12), see legend. (c)
Energy flux ΠEn as a function of the scale in both models. In all panels the error bars are smaller than the symbols. For details
on the parameters of simulations see Appendix A.2 (parameter sets I1 and R1).
one can see their inertial-range scaling behavior is es-
sentially indistinguishable. This is further confirmed in
Fig. 2b where we compare the scaling exponents of the
structure functions ζ(q) obtained by fitting the struc-
ture functions in both models. In Fig. 2b we also show
that the scaling exponents are very well described by
the multifractal formula (see Appendix B for a brief
summary of the MF model for turbulence)
ζ(q) = inf
h
{hq + 3−D(h)} , (12)
where forD(h) we used a log-Poisson model [see Eq. (24)].
The constancy of the energy flux, ΠEn , through the
scale kn, displayed in Fig. 2c, confirms that in both
models a direct energy cascade is taking place. We re-
mark, however, that the reversible shell model displays
a slightly reduced inertial range, as inertial scaling dis-
appears a few shells before its irreversible counterpart.
A major difference between the two models is apparent
in the dissipative range. Indeed the RSM shows a non
trivial behavior at the scales where the ISM is expo-
nentially damped by the fixed-viscosity dissipation.
3.1 Small scale behavior of the RSM
The reversible and irreversible shell models display dif-
ferent statistics at small scales, due to the different dis-
sipative schemes. In the following we focus on this range
of scales by looking at the energy and enstrophy spec-
tra at varying the Reynolds number, i.e. the extension
of the inertial range.
In the ISM, we observe an exponential suppression
of turbulent fluctuations after the inertial range of scales,
i.e. above the Kolmorogov wavenumber, kη ≈ (ν3/〈ε〉)−1/4.
Conversely, in the RSM, we can distinguish an addi-
tional range of scales for k > kη characterized by a
scaling close to a power law as clear from Fig. 3a, where
we show the energy spectrum at increasing Ω. At even
larger wavenumbers, this power-law decay is followed
by an exponential suppression, which is not visible in
Fig. 3a due to the limited resolution but is clearly ob-
served in simulations at smaller Ω (not shown).
As shown in Fig. 3b, the post-inertial range of scales
shows a trend toward constancy of enstrophy at dif-
ferent kn, suggesting equipartition of enstrophy and
En ∼ k−2n . Simulations at higher resolution (high N)
and high values of Ω are computationally very demand-
ing, due to the stiffness of ODE (4) and its numeri-
cal instability, so we were not able to explore higher
values of Ω and determine unambiguously whether an
effective equipartition of enstrophy is reached in the
limit Ω →∞. A further complication in understanding
the physics of this range of scales is that both enstro-
phy equipartition and enstrophy cascade (constant flux)
are characterized by the same energy spectrum scaling
En ∼ k−2n , making it difficult to predict the physical
mechanism behind the observed dynamics from only
looking at the spectrum. To disentangle the two possi-
bilities, one would have to look at the enstrophy flux,
however, at difference with E or H, the enstrophy Ω
is not an invariant for the non-linear term of equation
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Fig. 3 Energy (a) and enstrophy spectra (b) of the RSM at
varying the total enstrophy Ω. The enstrophy spectra in (b)
have been rescaled in order to keep the Kolmogorov length-
scale O(1). Notice that in the RSM the Kolmogorov scale can
be defined as kη ≈ (〈ν〉3/〈ε〉)−1/4 ∼ 〈ε〉−1/2Ω3/4, where we
used that 〈ν〉 = 〈ε〉/Ω. Errors, not shown, are of the same
order of the symbol size or less. For details on simulations,
see Appendix A (parameter sets R2-5).
(4), and its time-derivative cumulated on the first M
shells cannot be interpreted as a rate of transfer. In
our simulations we found that the enstrophy dynamics
is dominated by the balancing between the enstrophy
generated by the non-linear interactions and the enstro-
phy dissipation.
Regardless of the underlying physical mechanism,
the existence of a post-inertial range of scales suggests
that the energy dissipation statistics of the RSM could
be substantially different from that of the ISM. We
thus studied the moments of the energy dissipation at
varying the Reynolds number in both models. More
specifically, we studied how the moments depend on
the Taylor scale Reynolds number defined as Reλ =
E/
√
ν〈ε〉, i.e. as the ratio between the large scale time
scale, TL = E/〈ε〉, and the small scale Kolmogorov time
scale, τη =
√
ν/〈ε〉. For the ISM, the moments of the
energy dissipation are known to follow a power-law scal-
ing on Reλ [37]
〈εq〉 ∼ Reχ(q)λ (13)
0 1 2 3 4
q
0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
ISM
RSM
MF prediction
Fig. 4 Scaling exponents of the moments of the energy dissi-
pation (13) for the RSM (circles), and for the ISM (squares).
The dashed line represents the MF prediction (14). Errors,
not shown, are of the same order of the symbol size or less.
For details on simulations, see Appendix A (parameter sets
I2-9 and R6-14).
with the exponents χ(q) in agreement with the multi-
fractal model as (see also Appendix B)
χ(q) = sup
h
{
2
D(h)− 3− (3h− 1)q
1 + h
}
, (14)
where D(h) is the same function used for the structure
functions (12).
Since, in the RSM, the viscosity (7) can assume neg-
ative values, we studied the moments of the absolute
value of the energy dissipation 〈|ε|q〉 (we also checked
that moments preserving the sign, such as 〈|ε|q−1ε〉 give
the same results, not shown). In Fig. 4 we show the
exponents obtained by fitting the scaling behavior (13)
for the moments of energy dissipation for both the RSM
and ISM, together with the prediction (14). As one can
see in the RSM the moments are definitely different
from the ISM values, which are well predicted by (14).
In particular, the exponents of the RSM are smaller,
meaning that the intermittency of ε is weaker in the
reversible model.
4 Lagrangian Power statistics and time
irreversibility
It is useful to start this Section by briefly summariz-
ing previous findings on Lagrangian power statistics
in turbulence. As mentioned in the introduction, by
inspecting both experimental and numerical trajecto-
ries of Lagrangian tracers Xu et al. [12] discovered that
time increments of Lagrangian kinetic energy are neg-
atively skewed and that this skewness persists for the
time derivatives, i.e. for the Lagrangian power (3). Such
skewness is directly linked to the time irreversibility of
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the tracer dynamics, as it means that the probability
of gaining and losing kinetic energy is not the same,
though 〈p〉 = 0 (by stationarity). In particular, they
found that approximately:
〈p2〉 ' 〈ε〉2Re4/3λ , 〈p3〉 ' −〈ε〉3Re2λ . (15)
The above results convey two messages. First, the prob-
ability density function of p is skewed, with 〈p3〉/〈p2〉3/2 ≈
const < 0 suggesting that time-irreversibility is robust
and persists in the limit Reλ → ∞. Second, the expo-
nents 4/3 and 2, which approximately describe the scal-
ing behavior of the second and third moment, strongly
deviate from the dimensional prediction based on K41
theory, according to which
〈pq〉/〈ε〉q ∝ Req/2λ , (16)
meaning that the Lagrangian power is strongly inter-
mittent.
It has been shown, in [14], that the deviations from
(16) can be understood within the framework of the
multifractal model for turbulence (see also Appendix B).
In particular, the MF model predicts that
〈pq〉∼〈ε〉qReα(q)λ (17)
with
α(q) = sup
h
{
2
(1− 2h)q − 3 +D(h)
1 + h
}
. (18)
In [14] it is also shown that, defining the Lagrangian
power as in (10), the (irreversible) shell model displays
an intermittent statistics for p, but at variance with
NS-turbulent data, deviations from the prediction (18)
are present, at least in the statistical asymmetries of the
power pdf. In this section, we broaden the investigation
comparing Lagrangian power statistics in both the ISM
and RSM.
4.1 Moments and asymmetry of Lagrangian power
For both the ISM and RSM the Lagrangian power is
defined according to Eq. (10). As discussed above, time
irreversibility reveals itself in the odd order moments of
the power that are sensitive to the asymmetries in the
tails of the pdf of power. Such asymmetries are shown
in Fig. 5 for different values of Reλ. The absence of
collapse onto a unique curve for the pdf of p/〈p2〉1/2
(shown in the inset) highlights the presence of inter-
mittency in the statistics of p. Here, following [14], in
order to probe the scaling behavior of the symmetric
and asymmetric component of the statistics we intro-
duce two non-dimensional moments:
Sq =
〈|p|q〉
〈ε〉q ; Aq =
〈p|p|q−1〉
〈ε〉q . (19)
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Fig. 5 Probability density function of the Lagrangian power
normalized by the average energy input rate, p/〈ε〉, at three
values of Reλ for the ISM. To highlight tail asymmetries,
the pdf is plot against |p|/〈ε〉, the positive/negative tail is
in solid/dashed lines. Inset: the three pdfs of the main plot
normalized with prms = 〈p2〉1/2, the curves do not overlap
which is the signature of intermittency in the power statistics.
For details on simulations, see Appendix A (parameter sets
I4, I6, I8).
Clearly the latter vanishes for a symmetric (time-reversible)
pdf.
The main results on the Lagrangian power moments
are summarized in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the ISM and
RSM, respectively. In Fig. 6a,b (Fig. 7a,b) we show the
second and third moments for the ISM (RSM), respec-
tively. Two observations are in order.
1. As for the ISM, the symmetric moments Sq are
in excellent agreement with the scaling behavior in
Reλ predicted by the MF model obtained using (18)
with the D(h) given by (24) (see Fig. 2b). Con-
versely, deviations from the MF prediction are evi-
dent in the RSM.
2. For both models, the asymmetric moments Aq are
negative (positive) for q > 1 (q < 1) (we recall that
A1 = 0 by stationarity). The non-vanishing values
of Aq for q 6= 0 are the signature of time reversal
symmetry breaking. In both models, the scaling be-
havior of Aq is definitively different from that of Sq.
In particular, the exponents are smaller and thus
the asymmetry in the tails appears to be sublead-
ing with respect to the symmetric component.
The second observation implies that the generalized
skewnesses S˜q = −Aq/Sq, which measures the scal-
ing ratio between the asymmetric and the symmetric
components of the statistics at varying the order, are
decreasing functions of Reλ. This suggests that there
is a statistical recovery of the time reversal symmetry
in the limit of infinite Reλ, at variance with what ob-
served in NS turbulence [12,13,14]. It is important to
stress that the decay of the generalized skewness does
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Fig. 6 Lagrangian power statistics in the ISM. Power moments Sq and −Aq (see legend) as a function of Reλ for (a) q = 2
and (b) q = 3. The curves for −Aq have been shifted vertically to highlight the difference with respect to Sq. The black solid
line shows the MF prediction (17)–(18). Panel (c): exponents for the Reλ dependence fitted from Sq and −Aq compared with
K41 (16) and MF predictions (17)–(18). Inset: Reλ-dependence of 〈p/|p|〉 ∝ Re−µλ with µ ≈ 0.187(7) as obtained by a best fit
shown as a black line. Where error bars are not shown, it means that they are smaller or equal to the symbol size. For details
on simulations, see Appendix A (parameter sets I2-9).
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For details on simulations, see Appendix A (parameter sets R2-5).
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not imply the decay of standard measures of skewness
[14], such as e.g. 〈p3〉/〈p2〉1/2, which may be still grow-
ing with Reλ due to intermittency corrections, (see [38]
for a similar issue in the problem of statistical recovery
of isotropy).
Figure 6c (Fig. 7c) summarizes the results concern-
ing the scaling exponents of the moments of power in
the ISM (RSM). We can see the excellent agreement
between the fitted exponents for Sq of the ISM and the
MF prediction. Strong deviations from the MF predic-
tion are evident for the RSM, which is characterized by
exponents smaller than predicted, denoting a less inter-
mittent statistics. This behavior is consistent with the
observation made for the energy dissipation (Fig. 4).
This points to a major role played by the contribu-
tion of the dissipative terms to the Lagrangian power
of shell models. To verify this, for the ISM, we decom-
posed the power in its contributions due to forcing,
pf = v
∑
nR{fn}, dissipation, pd = −vν
∑
n k
2
nR{un},
and nonlinear terms, pnl = v
∑R{ikn(aλun+2u∗n+1 +
bun+1u
∗
n−1)}, where p = pf + pd + pnl. We found that
〈p2d〉/〈p2〉 ≈ 1 and 〈p2nl〉/〈p2〉 ≈ 2 independently of Reλ,
which confirms that the dissipative and non-linear con-
tributions scale as the total power and that they are of
the same order. This is at odds with what has been ob-
served in DNS of turbulent flows [13], where the statis-
tics is dominated by the pressure gradients, i.e. by the
nonlinear terms, and the dissipative contribution was
found to be subleading in terms of scaling and less in-
tense with respect to the nonlinear one.
Figures 6c and 7c also show the exponents obtained
by fitting the scaling behavior of the antisymmetric mo-
ments. For both ISM and RSM these exponents can be
linked to the symmetric exponents by a rigid shift, i.e.
−Aq ∼ SqRe−µλ . (20)
We found this relation to be consistent with the as-
sumption that, in terms of scaling behavior, there is a
decoupling between the absolute value of the power and
its sign, i.e. Aq ∼ 〈p/|p|〉Sq. Indeed for both models, as
shown in the insets of Figs. 6c and 7c, we found
〈p/|p|〉 ∼ Re−µλ , (21)
with µ ≈ 0.18 (0.2) for the ISM (RSM). At present, this
is just an observation of which we do not have a clear
understanding. It should be remarked that the relation
of (20) with (21) shows that the multifractal model is
not completely failing in reproducing the asymmetries
of the power statistics, and that the scaling behavior of
the asymmetries is compatible, modulo the cancellation
exponent µ (see also [39]), with the multifractal phe-
nomenology. We emphasize that in DNS of the Navier-
Stokes equations [14] there is no evidence of a cancella-
tion exponent different from zero, suggesting that the
asymmetry persists also in the infinite Reynolds num-
ber limit.
5 Discussions and Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced a time-reversible shell
model for turbulence, obtained by modifying the dissi-
pative term of the so-called Sabra model, allowing the
viscosity to vary in such a way as to maintain the to-
tal enstrophy constant. In spite of the formal time re-
versibility of the model we found that the dynamics
spontaneously breaks the time reversal symmetry se-
lecting an attractor onto which irreversibility manifests
in the asymmetry of the Lagrangian power statistics.
A detailed quantitative comparison between the re-
versible and irreversible (original) shell models has shown
that the dynamics of the former well reproduce the
inertial range physics of the latter, indeed the struc-
ture functions of the two models are indistinguishable
in the inertial range. On the contrary, the modified
viscous term of the reversible model is responsible for
important modifications in the physics below the Kol-
mogorov scale. While the irreversible model at these
scales is characterized by an energy spectrum with an
exponential fall-off, in the reversible model an inter-
mediate range characterized by a close-to equipartition
of enstrophy physics appears. The difference between
the two models in this range of scale is responsible for
a different statistics of the energy dissipation. As for
the Lagrangian power statistics, we found that even
though qualitatively the two models display the same
features, quantitative details are different. In particular,
the exponents characterizing the scaling behavior of the
moments of power of the reversible model are smaller
than those of the irreversible model. These differences
are consistent with those observed for the energy dis-
sipation and have, possibly, a similar origin in the non
trivial physics of the reversible model below the Kol-
mogorov scale.
As for the irreversible shell model, consistently with
our previous observations [14], we found that indepen-
dently of the nature of the forcing, the (time-reversible)
symmetric statistics of the power statistics are well cap-
tured by the multifractal model while deviations are
present for the (time-irreversible) asymmetric compo-
nent, which is characterized by smaller exponents. How-
ever, numerical evidence suggests that these deviations
can be traced back to the Reynolds dependence of the
sign of the power (cancellation exponent [39]). This in-
dicates that the bulk part of the statistics is well cap-
tured by the multifractal model. Time-reversible sub-
grid models for Large Eddy Simulations of the NSE
might be important to better capture backscatter events
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where the energy is locally transferred from small to
large scales in turbulence, i.e. when an inverse energy
transfer is observed. The issue is particularly subtle con-
sidering that there is not a unique meaning of local en-
ergy transfer in the configuration space and that some
of the inverse transfer events are probably simply due
to large instantaneous fluctuations disconnected from
any robust transfer mechanism [40].
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A Details on simulations of RSM
A.1 General procedure for reversible simulations
In our simulations we always started by integrating equations
(4) with constant viscosity over a time period long enough to
guarantee stationarity of the dynamics and the convergence
of the time averages of all the quantities measured.
Denoting with 〈En〉|ν the average energy associated to
the n-th shell of an irreversible shell-model simulation with
constant viscosity ν, we define the initial condition for the
corresponding reversible simulation as
un(t = 0)|Ω = [〈En〉|ν ]1/2 [cos(ζn) + i sin(ζn)] , (22)
where the ζn are random angles. This definition guarantees
that the reversible simulation will start with a total energy E
equal to the average energy of the corresponding irreversible
run, and an enstrophy Ω (conserved in this case) equal to the
average enstrophy of the corresponding irreversible run. For
the irreversible simulations, the initial velocity field is chosen
with random values on the first 6 shells, and an initial energy
E(t = 0) ∼ 1.
In all cases the time-integration algorithm we used is a
modified fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme with explicit in-
tegration of the viscous term.
We averaged our measurements on an ensemble of ∼ 10
simulations, differing in the choice of the initial conditions,
for both the irreversible and the reversible models. In the re-
versible case, it is possible to build ensembles of simulations
characterized by the same “Reynolds number” by picking dif-
ferent values for the ζi in (22), being the separation of scales
effectively controlled by the ratio Ω/E.
A.2 Parameters used
Here we report the sets of parameters used for the simulations
presented in this paper. The I sets are for simulations of the
ISM, the R sets are for simulations of the RSM. N is the
number of shells; |f | is the magnitude of the forcing; ν is the
value of the constant viscosity; Ω is the value of enstrophy;
dt is the integration timestep used; T is the total time of
integration, summed over all the simulations in the ensemble.
The average energy and the big eddy turnover time are always
O(1).
set N |f | ν dt T
I1 40 1 10−10 2× 10−8 ∼ 3000
I2 30
√
2 10−4 10−4 ∼ 106
I3 30
√
2 3.16× 10−5 10−4 ∼ 106
I4 30
√
2 10−5 5× 10−5 ∼ 106
I5 30
√
2 3.16× 10−6 2.5× 10−5 ∼ 106
I6 30
√
2 10−6 1.5× 10−5 ∼ 106
I7 30
√
2 3.16× 10−7 10−5 ∼ 106
I8 30
√
2 10−7 5× 10−6 ∼ 106
I9 30
√
2 3.16× 10−8 2.5× 10−6 ∼ 106
set N |f | Ω dt T
R1 40 1 1.44× 1010 5× 10−9 ∼ 720
R2 35 1 1.45× 106 5× 10−7 ∼ 12000
R3 45 1 1.44× 108 5× 10−8 ∼ 4500
R4 50 1 1.44× 1010 10−8 ∼ 720
R5 50 1 1.46× 1012 10−9 ∼ 405
R6 25 1 1.29× 104 2× 10−6 ∼ 130000
R7 25 1 4.38× 104 2× 10−6 ∼ 120000
R8 25 1 1.41× 105 2× 10−6 ∼ 190000
R9 35 1 4.29× 105 5× 10−7 ∼ 19000
R10 35 1 1.46× 106 5× 10−7 ∼ 10000
R11 35 1 4.26× 106 5× 10−7 ∼ 10000
R12 35 1 1.46× 107 5× 10−7 ∼ 8000
R13 45 1 4.30× 107 5× 10−8 ∼ 9000
R14 45 1 1.46× 108 5× 10−8 ∼ 3800
B Multifractal model for Eulerian and
Lagrangian statistics
Here we briefly recall the basic ideas on the multifractal model
(MF) of turbulence [20,21,1] for the Eulerian statistics.
According to the MF model, Eulerian velocity increments
at inertial scales are characterized by a local Ho¨lder exponent
h, i.e. δru ∼ UL(r/L)h (L and UL denoting the large scale
and the associated velocity, respectively), whose probability
P(h) ∼ r3−D(h) depends on the fractal dimension D(h) of the
set where h is observed. Thus the Eulerian structure functions
can be written as
〈(δru)q〉 ∼ UqL
∫
h∈I
dh
( r
L
)hq+3−D(h) ∼ UqL ( rL)ζ(q) ,
where a saddle point approximation for r  L gives
ζ(q) = inf
h∈I
{hq + 3−D(h)} . (23)
As for the Eulerian D(h), in this paper we assume a Log-
Poisson functional form [41]
D(h) =
3(h− h0)
log(β)
[
log
(
3(h0 − h)
d0 log(β)
)
− 1
]
+ 3− d0 . (24)
with h0 = 1/9 and d0 = (1−3h0)/(1−β) is fixed by imposing
the exact relation ζ(3) = 1. For the shell model considered in
this paper choosing β = 0.6 one obtains an excellent fit for
the scaling exponents of the structure functions (see Fig. 2).
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In the MF framework, it is also possible to derive a predic-
tion for the moments of the energy dissipation 〈εq〉 We can
indeed estimate the (fluctuating) energy dissipation as ε =
(δηu)3/η. According to the MF model η = (νLh/UL)1/(1+h),
and thus we have
ε = U
4/(1+h)
L ν
(3h−1)/(1+h)L−4h/(1+h) . (25)
Then using the same procedure that led to (12) one can derive
the scaling behavior of 〈εq〉 as a function of Reλ ∼ ν−1/2,
namely
〈εq〉 ∼ Reχ(q)λ with χ(q) = sup
h∈I
{
2
D(h)− 3− (3h− 1)q
1 + h
}
.
(26)
En passant notice that the 4/5 law, namely the fact that ζ3 =
1 implies χ(1) = 0, i.e. the dissipative anomaly.
The multifractal model has been successfully extended
to describe also several aspects of Lagrangian statistics, such
as velocity [42,32,34,36], acceleration [42,43] and Lagrangian
power [14]. Here we briefly recall the main steps.
To connect temporal velocity differences δτv over a time
lag τ , along fluid particle trajectories to equal time spatial ve-
locity differences δru, in Refs.[42,32] it was noticed that δτv
should receive the main contribution from eddies at a scale
r such that τ ∼ r/δru. This implies δτv ∼ δru that estab-
lishes the bridge between Lagrangian and Eulerian quantities
linking times and length scales:
τ ∼ TL(r/L)1−h (27)
where TL = L/UL is the eddy turnover time of the large
scales. The bridging relation (27) provides a way to derive
the expression for the scaling exponents of the Lagrangian
structure function SLq (τ) = 〈(δτv)q〉 ∼ UqL(τ/TL)ζL(q) with
ξ(q) = inf
h∈I
{[hq + 3−D(h)]/(1− h)} , (28)
which with the same D(h) used for the Eulerian statistics
provides exponents in agreement with the shell model [32] and
with experimental and DNS data of NS-turbulence [44,43,36].
In the same spirit, MF can be used to describe acceleration
statistics noticing that a ∼ δτηv/τη, which yields [43]
a ∼ ν(2h−1)/(1+h)U3/(1+h)L L−3h/(1+h) . (29)
The above expression, together with the definition of La-
grangian power, p = av and recalling that ν ∼ Re−1/2λ , can
be used to predict how the power moments 〈pq〉 depend on
Reλ, which is [14]
〈pq〉∼〈ε〉qReα(q)λ (30)
with
α(q) = sup
h∈I
{
2
(1− 2h)q − 3 +D(h)
1 + h
}
. (31)
It is worth remarking that the scaling in Reλ is essentially car-
ried by the acceleration, meaning that 〈aq〉 ∼ Reα(q)λ . In other
terms a by product of the above analysis is that we should
expect 〈pq〉 ∼ 〈aq〉 as far as scaling behavior is concerned.
We conclude noticing that, though asymmetries can be in
principle introduced in the MF formalism (see, e.g., [45]), the
above derivations bear no information of statistical asymme-
tries in the statistics, therefore all the predictions should be
understood as holding for the asymmetric components of the
statistics, i.e. for the moments of the absolute values of the
relevant quantities.
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